Need chairs fast?  
10 day delivery.

Within 10 business days from receipt of order, Nienkämper will deliver, 1 to 20:

• #14659 Senator Boardroom chair, upholstered in Verde Black leather, medium back, urethane arms with wrap.
• #14122 Senator Executive chair, medium back, urethane arms with cap, upholstered in Verde Black leather, black pneumatic base.
• #13022 Nienkämper NOW® Chair, upholstered in Verde black leather, polished arm supports, polished aluminum base, chrome casters.
• #13024 Nienkämper NOW® Chair, upholstered in Verde black leather, black base, black casters.
• #13060 Nienkämper NOW® Chair, upholstered in Verde black leather, multifunctional armrests, polished aluminum base, chrome casters.
• #10926 Omada™ Chair with black (7209) mesh back and seat, black base, cantilever arms.
• #10602 Nabu™ Chair with black (7209-BE) striped mesh back and seat, black base, cantilever arms.
• #10932 Selb Chair with balck (7209) mesh back and seat, black base, cantilever arms.
• #11553 Klint Chair with black (K101) mesh back and seat, black base, fixed arms.

Contact your representative to place your Rush Ship order. Effective January 1, 2020.

To Rush Ship call: 800.668.9318
In Toronto call: 416.298.5700
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